Harvard edges Tech nine, 3-0

By Larry Kelly

In the closest game of several years, the Harvard nine downed MIT Tuesday, 3-0. Pitcher Rich Kibouaz ‘68 was at his best, allowing only three hits until the seventh inning. Harvard broke up the men’s season with their nine runs on three singles, a walk and a sacrifice fly. The Tech attack threatened three times in the last four innings but was unable to get a man past third base. Jeff Weiman ‘69 tripled in the sixth but was stranded as Eric Jensen ‘69 struck out. In both the seventh and eighth, MIT fell off with a pair of hits but were unable to score.

Harvard walk

Harvard was surprisingly weak, getting only two men for as first bases. Lincoln was the winning pitcher for his third straight victory and locked in good shape for the New England games beginning today at Yale, St. Peter, Providence, and Steve Deneroff ‘68 will be competing with seniors Thuer and St. Peter playing doubles together for the first time.

Racketmen overwhelm Brandeis, 8-1; Season completed with 7-6 record

By Jan Steele

The tennis team finished up the regular season Monday with an 8-1 victory at Brandeis. The home team was responsible for both Tech and the Engineers dominated the matches leave the team with an undefeated record.

Tech stickmen fall twice

By Mike Schrie

The Men’s baseball team suffered its sixth and seventh losses of the season last week, dropping one to Governor Dummer on Monday, 6-2, and losing completely to MIT Tuesday, 9-7.

The biggest problem which the engineers faced against Governor Dummer was a weak defense. Defense was the key to Tech’s loss last weekend, and the midfield defense is hampered by poor passing and the inability of the attackmen to break free of their own defense or to get the ball into the offense. Therefore they should qualify for the final that after

All-American honors given to two Tech pistoleers

John Royklin ‘67 and Dennis Brinley ‘69 were named to the All-America team by the National Pistol Academy last Wednesday, 12-23.
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